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Abstract
© by the authors. The importance of the article is determined by "deficiency of projection"
observed in the field of political ideology. Moreover, the available data (including in social and
humanitarian technologies) don't have a goal of being implemented in practice. The article
examines «nonclassical turn» in utopianism at the beginning of the 20th  century, when the
nature of the utopian ideal was altered and the transcendental ideal of classical utopia was
replaced by an immanent ideal  of  nonclassical  utopia that essentially  advanced the social
development of mankind. Our research is based on the historical method and the article shows
that utopian texts are varieties of historical sources which can reveal the features of public
consciousness  of  certain  historical  periods.  The data  presented can be  useful  for  political
scientists, sociologists and historians who deal with the problems of the evolution of public
consciousness and the perception of social time.
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